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Abstract

A versatile magnet lattice for a tau-charm factory is considered in this re-
port. The main feature of this lattice is the possibility to use it for both stan-
dard flat beam scheme and beam monochromatization scheme. The detailed
description of the lattice is given. The restrictions following the compatibility
of both schemes are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Recently a new approach to a tau-charm factory design was proposed [1] , [2], [3]. It
was suggested to design the magnet lattice of the ring such as to work either with a
standard flat beam scheme or with a scheme that enables to monochromatize colliding
beams over their energy range. There is a strong physics interest in monochromatization
of beams [4]. On the other hand, monochromatization scheme has not been tested and
a search for compatible design seems reasonable.

The first attempt to introduce monochromatization in a standard flat beam scheme
directly showed that it is not practicable from the technical point of view and resulted in
a reduction of the total luminosity [I]. As it was analysed previously [2], to have a total
luminosity at the level of L ss 1033CTn-2S"1 both for a standard flat beam optics and
for a scheme with monochromatization, it is necessary to be able change the emittance
over a wide range: 3 T 4 10~7 for the flat beam scheme up to 1 -f 2 10~8 for the
monochromatization scheme. Another necessary condition for getting good parameters
when changing the scheme consist of reversing the polarity of quadrupoles in the micro-
beta insertion.

Few variants to design a magnet lattice with the possibility of changing the emittance
by a factor 10 to 20 were proposed [2], [3], [5]. One of them is based on the idea of
cutting the bending magnets of the regular FODO cells in two pieces and locating
between them additional quadrupoles switched on for low emittance and switched off
for high emittance [3]. Another possibility now under consideration is to use TBA or
DBA low emittance lattices which can be detuned for high emittance [5].

In this paper we consider the approach based on using standard FODO cells. The
change in emittance is achieved by changing the phase advance of the regular cells
and by using wigglers properly located. Another important problem of compatibility
between standard flat beam and monochromatization schemes is the same location of
the equipment. It results in some restrictions that will be considered too.

2 Monochromatization scheme lattice: Arc

The first design of a tau-charm factory with monochromatization scheme [6] has an
extremely small emittance (3.6 nm) and can't be readjusted to standard flat beam
scheme. Another difficulty related to a very low emittance is the small Touschek !lifetime
(pointed out by P.R. Zenkevich,ITEP).

To achieve an emittance at the level of 1 -j-2 10~8m.rad consider a standard FODO cell
with the phase advance fix = ir/2. The vertical phase advance will be taken (iy = w/2
too for the simplicity only, but can be adjusted differently if necessary to increase the
Touschek lifetime.

It seems attractive to change the values of the damping partition numbers and to
put Jx = 2 and J1 = 1 for the low emittance scheme. This choice increase» the relative
energy spread



<rE = 1.21 10"3 r (1)

and enables to use higher total current to gain in luminosity

while keeping the beam-beam parameters

_ Nbr0

at the level £x<y < 0.04. In the formula (1) E is the electrons (positrons) energy, expressed
in GeV and p0 is the bending radius in regular cell, expressed in m. In formulas (2)
and (3) 7 = E/me2, I is the total beam current, Nb is the number of particles in each
bunch, /3*v are the values of beta functions at the interaction point (I.P.), <r*u are the
corresponding total beam sizes.

So, with a total number of regular FODO cells nc = 28 one gets for the natural
emittance ex=3.4 10~8 m.rad. The parameters of the magnetic elements are presented
in Table 1. To decrease the emittance by factor two and to increase the energy spread,
special locations for the Robinson wigglers [7] are foreseen (see Fig. 1). In the regular
FODO cell adjacent to the dispersion suppressor one bending magnet is twice longer
compared with the normal one and with the same magnetic field value. The second half
of this cell has a long drift to locate the Robinson wiggler. With such a bending magnet
arrangement in this cell the dispersion is higher in the Robinson wiggler, compared with
its value in the regular cells, and the wiggler acts more efficiently. The lattice functions
were calculated with MAD8 [8] and the combined function magnet was used to represent
the Robinson wiggler.

The dispersion suppressor is similar to the LEP design [9] and can match the disper-
sion for both 90° and 60° lattices. The two first half-cells in the dispersion suppressor
are longer compared with the three last half-cells. The last bending magnet in the
dispersion suppressor is weak for easy matching of dispersion. The half-cell lengths in
the dispersion suppressor is chosen to minimize beta function beatings when the lattice
is operated at 60° phase advance and to provide enough space for location of a dipole
wiggler used together with 60° lattice (see §4). The parameters of the dispersion sup-
pressor are presented in Table 1 too. The lattice functions for the 90° case are shown
on Fig. 1.

3 Monochromatization scheme lattice: Interaction region

Standard choice of optics in the micro-beta insertion for a tau-charm factory design
is used [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. The distance between the first superconducting
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Figure 1: The lattice functions in regular cell and dispersion suppressor for the low
emittance lattice.



number of regular cells
length of a regular cell
phase advance per cell ( fix/^y )
normalized quadrupole strength (G/Bp)
length of bending magnet in cell
bending radius in cell magnets
length of half-cell in dispersion suppressor
length of bending magnet in dispersion suppressor
bending radius in dispersion suppressor magnets
number of units of Robinson wigglers per ring
number of blocks in unit
length of block
bending radius of Robinson wiggler block
normalized quadrupole strength (G/Bp)
number of dipole wigglers per ring
length of dipole wiggler
bending radius of dipole wiggler
natural emittance of ring
emittance with Robinson wigglers (Jx = 2)
emittance with dipole wigglers

Monochrom.
scheme

28
5.76

90o/90°
1.3

1.08
11.5

3.049/2.156
0.72

11.5/115
8
4

0.20
17

0.87
-
-

3.40 10-8

1.70 10-8

—

Flat beam
scheme

28
5.76

60°/60°
0.90
1.08
11.5

3.049/2.156
0.72

11.5/115
-
-
-

-
4

1.0
3.0

0.97 10-7

-
3.42 10-7

m

m"2

m
m
m
m
m

m
m

m"2

m
m

m.rad
m.rad
m.rad

Table 1: Arc parameters.

Monochrom Flat beam

Distance between I.P. and quadrupole Ql
Normalized strength in quadrupole Ql (G/B/o)
Distance between quadrupoles Ql and Q2
Normalized strength in quadrupole Q2 (G/Bp)
Length of quadrupoles

scheme
0.80
2.86
1.00
-1.09
0.50

scheme
0.80
-2.98
1.00
1.33
0.50

m
m"2

m
m"2

m

Table 2: Parameters of micro-beta insertion .



quadrupole Ql and LP. is kept at 0.80 m, compared with a smaller one used in an-
other monochromatization design [6], as more adequate for using also the flat beam
mode. Special place between quadrupoles Ql and Q2 is reserved to locate an electro-
static sextupole for correction of the final focus chromaticities, as it was suggested in
reference [6]. Only vertical electrostatic separators are used for the beams separation as
adequate for both standard and monochromatization schemes. The parameters of the
micro-beta insertion are presented in Table 2.

A solution for the vertical dispersion matching has been found within the constraint
that the slope region must be adequate for matching in the flat beam case. This leads
to a slope region relatively long, zex about 30 m. It has not been possible to use a
vertically deflecting quadrupole, located just after the electrostatic separator, to enhance
the vertical deflection, hence the beams separation [15]. The first reason comes from the
fact that matching solution could not be found with a gradient high enough that could
produce a sensible deflection. The second reason is related with a standard mode of
operation with flat beam, which requires a different gradient value for vertical dispersion
matching leading to different slope geometry, obviously not compatible.

The lattice functions in the interaction region and vertical slope region are shown
on Fig. 2. As seen from this figure, the previous restrictions lead to a large vertical
beta function near the last vertical bending magnet. This contributes to the vertical
chromaticity and makes some difficulties when matching the slope region to the arc.

Only one interaction point is considered in this lattice variant. This choice essential-
ly helps to solve the problems connected with high chromaticities and beam lifetime.
Regular FODO cells are used in the long straight section opposite to the interaction
region. They can be used to locate RF cavities, dipole wigglers etc. or modified to
implement polarization experiments [3].

The lattice functions of half a ring are shown on Fig. 3, 4. The list of parameters of
the tau-charm collider with the low emittance lattice is presented in Table 3.

The value of the vertical emittance is the result of a compromise between small
energy resolution and large Touschek lifetime. It is possible to adjust it with horizontal
wigglers or by coupling.

The dynamic aperture was calculated with MAD8. Two sextupole families located
in a standard way were used and only on-momentum particles were tracked. The values
of natural chromaticities and dynamic aperture are given in Table 4. The optimization
of the chromaticity correction with 6p/p ^ 0 for a monochromatization scheme must
satisfy both the usual collider conditions of having small 6(3* y/(3* y,6D*/D*y as functions
of Sp/p and a reasonable Touschek lifetime.

4 Flat beam scheme lattice

To increase the emittance compared with the monochromatization scheme the Robinson
wigglers are switched off and the phase advance in regular cells is changed to /iXiV = ir/3.
That gives a natural emittance of the order of Cx ~ 1 10~7 m.rad. To increase the
emittance further a dipole wiggler is located in the first half-cell of the the dispersion
suppressor, where the dispersion and its derivative are higher compared with their values
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Figure 2: The lattice functions for interaction region and vertical slope region for the
low emittance lattice.
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Energy
Luminosity
CM. energy resolution
Circumference
Horizontal emittance
Vertical emittance
Damping partition numbers
Bending radius in arc
Damping times
Momentum compaction
Energy spread
Total current
Number of particles in bunch
RF voltage
RF frequency
Harmonic number
Energy loss per turn
(with wigglers)
Bunch length
Longitudinal impedance
Number of bunches
Bunch spacing
Beta functions at LP.
Vertical dispersion at LP.
Beam-beam parameters

E
L

aw

C
e*

JxIJyJJ1

Po
Tx/Ty/Ta

a

(TE

I
Nb

V
SRF

q

U0

(T,

I 2n/n|
h
sb

PlIPl

Monochrom.
scheme

2.0
7.1 1032

0.15
378

1.69 10~8

2.0 10~9

2/1/1
11.5

20/39/39
7.84 10"3

7.04 10-'
411

1.1 10"
6.0
476
600

129
7.0
0.17
30

12.6
0.01/0.15

0.32
0.040/0.034

Flat beam
scheme

2.0
8.3 1032

2.1
378

3.31 10-7

1.14 10-8

1/1/2
11.5

23/23/11
1.55 10~2

7.55 10"4

462
1.2 10"

12.0
476
600

222
7.5
0.36
30

12.6
0.30/0.01

0.
0.04/0.04

GeV
Cm -2SeC"1

MeV
m

m.rad
m.rad

H
msec

raA

MV
MHz

keV
mm
Ohm

m
m
m

Table 3: List of parameters of tau-charm collider.

Monochrom. Flat beam

Horizontal chromaticity
Vertical chromaticity
Number of sextupoles per family
Length of sextupole
Normalized sextupoles strength (G'/Bp)
Dynamic aperture (TRANSPORT, 1000 turns)
Dynamic aperture (LIE4, 400 turns)

scheme

29<Tx/b2<Tu

scheme
-38
-47

24/28
0.20

27/-41
\<rx/44(ru

-20
-33

24/24
0.20

11/-19
25erx/24<rB

m
m"2

Table 4: Chromaticity correction parameters.
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in regular cells so that the dipole wiggler can act efficiently. Calculations show, that
with 4 dipole wigglers, 1.0 m long each and B=2.2 T (E=2.0 GeV), one gets ex <x 3.4
10~7 m.rad. For calculation a three-pole wiggler was represented by bending magnets.

Another possibility to increase the emittance is to decrease Jx with Robinson wigglers.
Their strength are approximately two times smaller compared with the low emittance
case because of a higher dispersion and a smaller AJ 1 value. The use of Robinson
wigglers in the 60° lattice seems to be preferable in combination with dipole wigglers.
The final choice will be possible only after detailed study oi the parameters which can
be achieved and the effects of both types of wigglers on the lattice including dynamic
aperture. The parameters of the arc elements for the high emittance lattice are given
in Table 1. The lattice functions in the arc are shown on Fig. 5.

The values of beta's at LP. are /?* = 0.30 m, 0* = 0.01 m. With an emittance of
3.4 10~7 and a maximum value of the horizontal beta function (in Q2) equal 87 m one
gets <r™ax ~5.4 mm and corresponding vacuum chamber aperture close to 120 mm. The
normalized gradients in micro-beta quadrupoles for flat beam scheme are given in Table
2.

Usual matching for the vertical slope region was made, based on approximately
27r/3 vertical phase advance and quadrupole arrangement close to FODO cells. Six
quadrupoles are used for matching. It is impossible to use for matching the vertical
dispersion in the high emittance lattice all the quadrupoles used for matching in the
low emittance lattice. Only the first two of them (direction from LP- to arc) are used.
The three others are switched off and additional four quadrupoles located slightly apart
are switched on. One more additional (defocusing) quadrupole is located between the
slope region and the arc for matching the lattice {unctions there for the high emittance
lattice. The lattice functions in the interaction region and the vertical slope region are
shown on Fig. 6. The long straight section opposite to the interaction region is the
same as in the low emittance lattice case.

The list of parameters of the tau-charm collider with a standard flat beam scheme
is given in Table 3. The values of natural chromaticities and dynamic aperture are
presented in Table 4.

5 Conclusion

It has been shown that it is possible to design a magnet lattice for a tau-charm factory
suitable for both the standard flat beam scheme and the monochromatization one. The
lattice proposed gives the opportunity of doing experiments with high energy resolution
and keeps the possibility to operate with a standard scheme. The use of wigglers provides
flexibility and permits easy change of the parameters.

The proposed variant needs further studies to make the best choice of parameters and
to find adequate solutions for many important problems such as chromaticity correction,
sensitivity of the machine to errors, Touschek lifetime and wiggler effects.

11
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An input data for the low emittance lattice

! ! ! FIRST QUADRANT
I
! MICRO-BETA INSERTION PARAMETERS
DSl:DRIFT,L=O.80
Ql:QUADRUFOLE,L=O.50,Kl=2.86
DS2:DRIFT,L=I.0
Q2:QUADRUPOLE,L=O.50,Kl=-1.089801
! VERTICAL SEPARATION REGION
! PARAMETERS OF ELEMENTS IN VERTICAL SEFATION REGION
PCO:=2000.
ESEP:=2.
LSEP:=3.25
FISEP :=-ESEP*LSEP/PC0
FIS2:=FISEP/2.
LBVl:=0.50
FIBVl:=-8.8E-3
FIBV12:=FIBVl/2.
LBV2:=0.70
FIBV2:=-20.E-3
FIBV22:=FIBV2/2.
LQMr=O.40
LBV3:=0.50
FIBV3:=-(FISEP+FIBV1+FIBV2)
FIBV32:=FIBV3/2.
! ELEMENTS IN VERTICAL SEPARATION REGION
DS4:DRIFT,L=O.25
ES : SBEND,L=LSEP,ANGLE=-FISEP,E1=FIS2,E2=FIS2,TILT
DS5:DRIFT,L=4.45
BVl: SBEND,L=LBVl,ANGLE=-FIBV1,El=FIBV12,E2=FIBV12,TXLT
DS7:DRIFT,L=O.15
BV2: SBEND,L=LBV2,ANGLE=-FIBV2,El=FIBV22,E2=FIBV22,TILT
DS8:DRIFT,L=O.40
DS9:DRIFT,L=O. 50
BV3: SBEND,L=LBV3,ANGLE=-FIBV3,El=FIBV32,E2=FIBV32,TILT
• MATCHING QUADRUPOLES AND DRIFTS IN VERTICAL SEPARATION REGION
DSîill : DRIFT, L=2.7
DSM2:DRIFT,L=4
DSM3:DRIFT,L=4.65
DSM4:DRIFT,L=4.9
DSM5:DRIFT,L=O.208
DSM6:DRIFT,L=4.482
DSM7 :DRIFT,L=O.641
DSM8 :DRIFT,L=4.901
QDMl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-0.6383507
QFMl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=O.9478693
QDM2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-1.032005
QFM2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=Q.9241742
QDM3 :QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-0.8405666
QFM3:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=I.743
QDM4:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-2.0
! ARC ELEMENTS
FIAr=PI/(28.+164./30.)
DFIA:=2.*FIA
FIA2:=FIA/2.
FIA3:=FIA/3.
FIA23:=2.*FIA/3.
FIA6:=FIA/6.
FIWB:=FIA23/10.
FIWB2:=FIHB/2.
FIHG:=0.

15



I

FIHG2:=FIWG/2.
FIWG4:=FIWG/4.
LQA:=0.40
LQA2:=LQA/2.
LBA.=1.08
LBAL:=2.*LBA
LBS2:=2.*LBA/3.
LS:=0.20
LRHB:=0.20
LSlRW.-=0.20
IA1:=O.7O
LA2:=LBA+2.*LA1
IA3:=(LA2-LEAL)/2.
LSRK : = (LA2-8.*LRWB-2.*LS1RH-LS)/2.
LA4:=0.15
LA5:=LA1-LA4-LS
LSlA:=0.20
LSlB:=1.729
LS2D:=0.518
LWG2:=0.5
LWG4:=LWG2/2.
LSlC:=LSlB-2.*LWG2-LS1A
! ROBINSON HIGGLER PARAMETERS
ROKW:=17.
FIRH:=LRHB/RORH
FIRW2:=FIRH/2.
KRW:=-0.87
! END OF ROBINSON HIGGLER PARAMETERS
DSA:DRIFT,L=LAl
DSAl:DRIFT,L=LA4
DSA2:DRIFT,L=LA5
DSAL:DRIFT,L=LA2
DSAS:DRIFT,L=I*3
DSRW:DRIFT,L=LSRW
DSlRW:DRIFT,L=LSlRW
DSSlA:DRIFT, L=LSlA
DSSlB:DRIFT,L=LSlB
DSSlC:DRIFT, LsLSlC
DSS2:DRIFT,L=LS2D
QFl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.285817
QF12:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA2,Kl=I.285817
QDl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-1.268562
QlFSl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.076021
QlDSl:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-0.9674468
Q1FS2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.412649
Q1DS2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-1.232896
Q1FS3:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.743141
QlDW:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-1.162311
SF: SEXTUPOLE,L=LS,K2=0.
SD: SEXTUPOLE=L=LS,K2=0.
BMA:SBEND,L=LBA,ANGLE=FIA,E1=FIA2,E2=FIA2
BMAL: SBEND,L=LBAL,ANGLE=DFIA,El=FIA, E2=FIA
RWBl: SBEND,L=LRWB,ANGLE=FIRW,Kl=KRW,E1=FIRH2,E2=FIRW2
PWB2: SBEND,L=LRWB,ANGLE=-FIRW,K1=-KRW,E1=-FIRW2,B2=-FIRW2
BMS2: SBEND,L=LBS2,ANGLE=FIA23,E1=FIA3,E2=FIA3
BMW:SBEND,L=LBS2,AKGLE=FIWB,El=FIHB2,E2=FIWB2
DWGl: SBEND,L=LWG4,ANGLE=FIWG2,E1=FIWG4,E2=FIWG4
DWG2: SBEND,L=LWG2,ANGLE=-FIWG,E1=-FIWG2,E2=-FIWG2
l

! BEAM LINES IN FIRST QUADRANT
•
ACELL : LINE= (QF12, DSAl, SF, DSA2, BMA, DSA, QDl, DSAl, SD, DSA2, BMA, DSA, QI'12 )
DWIGGLER:LINE=(DWGl,DWG2,DWGl)
DCELLl(QFSl,QDSl): LINE=(QFSl,DSSlA,DWIGGLER,DSSlC, C

BMS2,DSSlA,QDSl,DSSlB,BMS2,DSSlA)
DCELL2(QFS2,QDS2):LINE=(QFS2,DSS2, BMS2,DSS2,QDS2, DSS2,BMS2,DSS2)
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DCELL3(QFS3): LINE=(QFS3,DSS2,BMH)
RHIGGLER: LINE=(RWBl,RWB2,RWB2,RWBX)
ACELLRW(QDW) : LINE=(QF12,DSAS,BMAL,DSAS,QDW,DSRW,SD,DSRW, &

RWIGGLER,DSlRW,RWIGGLER,DSlRW)
ACELLS : LINE=(DSA,BMA,DSA,QFl,DSA,BMA,DSA)
SUPl;LINE=( DCELLl(QlFSl,QlDSl), DCELL2(Q1FS2,Q1DS2), DCELL3(Q1FS3))
ARCl : LINE=(6*ACELL, ACELLRW(QlDW),SUPl)
MBETA: LINE=(DSl,Ql,DS2,Q2,DS4)
VSEP : LINE=(ES,DS5,BVl,DS7,BV2, DS8)
VMAT: LINE=(QDMl,DSMl,QFMl,DSM2,QDM2,DSM3,QFM2,DSM4,QDM3,DSM5,BV3)
IREGION: LINE=(MBETA,VSEP,VMAT)
IRARCM: LINE=(DSM6,QFM3,DSM7,QDM4, DSM8)
QUADIP : LINE=(IREGION,IRARCM,-ARCl)

! ! ! SECOND QUADRANT
l
! STRAIGHT SECTION UTILITY
LFS:=3.6
LQSS:=0.40
DSSS :DRIFT,L=LFS
QFSS :QUADRUPOLE,L=LQSS, Kl=O.7432576
QDSS :QUADRUPOLE,L=LQSS,Kl=-0.7432576
! GRADIENTS IN QUADS IN SECOND DISPERSION SUPPRESSOR
Q2FS1:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.065480
Q2DS1:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-0.8831434
Q2FS2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.381630
Q2DS2:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-1.269192
Q2FS3:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=I.996464
Q2DW:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQA,Kl=-1.162700
! MATCHING ELEMENTS BETOEEN ARC AND STRAIGHT SECTION UTILITY
DM9:=0.512
DM10:=2.309
DSM9:DRIFT,L=DM9
DSMl0 :DRIFT,L=DMl0
QDM5:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-1.083006
QFM4:QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=I.096118
! SECTION OF TUNE CONTROL
MSYM:MARKER
DSTl:DRIFT, L=3.632
DST2:DRIFT,L=3.635
DST3:DRIFT,L=3.627
DST4:DRIFT,L=I.633
DST5:DRIFT,L=O.534
QFTl :QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=O.6928336
QDTl :QUADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-0.7203793
QFT2:QUADRUPOLE, L=LQM, Kl=O.4553387
QDT2:0UADRUPOLE,L=LQM,Kl=-0.7556344
;
! BEAM LINES IN SECOND QUADRANT
I
ARCSSM: LINE=(DSM9,QDM5,DSMl0,QFM4)
SCELL:LINE=(DSSS,QDSS,DSSS,QFSS)
DWIGGLERSS: LINE=(DWSSl,DWSS2,DWSSl)
DWIGGLERSI: LINE=(DWSS3,DWSS4,DWSS3)
SCELLW : LINE= (DSSWl, DWIGGLERSS, DSSW2, QDSSW, DSSW2, DWIGGLERSI, DSSWl, QFSSW)
SSYM: LINE=(DSTl,QDTl,DST2,QFTl,DST3, QDT2,DST4,QFT2,DST5,MSYM)
SUP2:LXNE=(DCELLl(Q2FS1,Q2DS1), DCELL2(Q2FS2,Q2DS2), DCELL3(Q2FS3) )
ARC2: LINE=(6*ACELL,ACELLRW(Q2DW),SUP2)
ARCRF : LINE=(ARC2,ARCSSM)
QUADSS : LINE=(ARC2,ARCSSM,2*SCELL,SCELLW,SSYM)
BRING:LINE=(QUADIP,QUADSS)
CTAU: LINE=(HRING,-HRING)
l
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